
Thirty Years after the Berlin 
Wall

What Do Soviet and Post-Soviet Politics Teach Us?



Russia, East Europe, and Eurasia: A Social 
Science Treasure Trove
• On November 9, 2019, we will mark the 30th anniversary of the fall of 

the Berlin Wall—coterminous with my career as a scholar

• Provides material to solve many social science puzzles, proving the 
enduring value of the “area studies” approach (despite its bad 
reputation among many political scientists and economists)

• Emphasis has been on studying American and European politics due 
to reliable quantitative data sets and stable institutional structures—
leaving us poorly equipped to make good predictions about the post-
communist and developing worlds

• Now even North America and Europe may require a new approach!



The Overarching Story

• The Soviet regime was a 74-year long, extremely violent experiment in 
creating an alternative form of “revolutionary” industrial modernity

• It competed well with Western democratic capitalism for decades when 
the West was suffering from Great Depression and World War II

• It decayed inexorably due to overcentralization, corruption, and social 
malaise—problems only exacerbated by Gorbachev’s reforms

• The burdensome legacies of the Soviet experiment made democratic and 
liberal reforms in the 1990s very difficult

• Vladimir Putin took advantage of disgust with corruption and decline, as 
well as high energy prices, to build an increasingly authoritarian regime



Seven Findings From Soviet/Post-Soviet 
Studies
1) Revolutions are an endemic feature of politics in unconsolidated 

regimes.

• The study of “great revolutions” has faded in mainstream social 
science—ironic in the U.S., a country founded by a revolution

• Yet Leninist, liberal democratic, and “color” revolutionary 
movements have done much to shape the dynamics of regime 
change in Eurasia for the past century

• Even anti-revolutionary regimes—like Vladimir Putin’s patrimonial 
autocracy—are clearly shaped by their reactions to real or 
perceived “revolutionary threats”



Seven Findings, cont.

2) Political ideology—or its absence—matters a great deal.
• Social science theory has long taught that economic forces determine what 

people believe, and not the other way around

• Yet from 1917-1991, beliefs of Lenin and his successors played an enormous 
role in determining the later social realities of the Soviet bloc (see archives!)

• Even after 1991, the legacies of Leninist ideology and institutions played key 
roles in undermining efforts at liberal reform, shaping anti-liberal regimes

• The “cynical” post-communist era has made “rational choice” theory look 
correct—but the rebirth of idealism in new generations (for good or for ill) 
can once again quickly reignite new patterns of belief and belonging



Seven Findings, cont.

3) Formal institutional reforms of political systems and/or 
macroeconomic policies do not determine regime outcomes.

• Some of us were arguing this immediately after 1991—but fell on deaf ears in 
the West.  By now, it’s well established!

• Far too much time and money was wasted on “advice” on how to design post-
Soviet constitutions, privatization strategies, currency stabilization, etc.—
mostly for naught, and sometimes even to negative effect.

• Formal institutions do matter—hard to explain the Dmitrii Medvedev 
Presidency from 2008-2012 any other way; Ukrainian parliamentary system is 
better than Central Asian presidencies—but they aren’t the only or even the 
primary causal factor in regime change (see also Afghanistan and Iraq!)



Seven Findings, cont.

4) Historical Legacies and Geographic Location Have a Powerful Effect.
• Subsequent research has bolstered earlier findings that time under 

communism and distance from the West are important causal factors for a 
variety of outcomes.  Bordering the EU really helps; bordering Afghanistan 
really hurts!

• Points to the importance of training in regional and global history and culture 
in social science research

• Neither history nor location are “destiny,” however: new ideological/political 
“cores” emerge in unexpected places, reorienting local and global 
understandings of history over time (so Hungary and Poland’s “proximity to 
the West” has a different meaning and effect in 2019 than in 1989)



Seven Findings, cont.

5) The “structure of the international system” matters less than the 
domestic roots of foreign policy in explaining peace and conflict.

• Artificial divide between “comparative politics” and “IR” hinders 
understanding

• Much of International Relations assumes that “states” are “rational actors”

• Thus IR theory gives little insight into why the “bipolar” Cold War gave rise to 
a “unipolar” period of US global hegemony—and why this period now has 
also ended with the U.S. dismantling its own “hegemonic” institutions!

• Nor does IR theory seem to have a great predictive track record in the region. 
Mearsheimer 1993: Ukraine “is likely” to keep its nukes; realists in 2000s: 
Russia is too weak to matter—so general shock in Georgia 2008/Ukraine 2014



Seven Findings, cont.

6) State borders are a political institution, and as such can change 
quickly when enforcement/legitimacy break down.

• Max Weber’s insight that “the state” is a human community that possesses 
the monopoly of legitimate coercion on a given territory remains crucial today

• Social science theory has assumed stable nation-states, and stable integration 
of nation-states into the international order—but this may have been an 
unusual characteristic of Cold War and immediate post-Cold War periods

• Shock of USSR collapse, Crimean annexation, Brexit, etc. show the need to 
take a longer term view on what appear to be “unchanging” boundaries

• Non-collapse of the post-Soviet Russian Federation, Ukraine, etc. shows that 
the nation-state as a political ideal retains powerful appeal nonetheless



Seven Findings, cont.

7) Those who successfully convince key elites and social supporters 
that they represent the future—shape that future!

• Homo sapiens is the animal with the best-developed ability to perceive time

• Produces incredible power through mobilization around abstract ideas and 
ideals beyond immediate circumstance—and incredible turbulence, due to 
collective action problems that emerge with high social uncertainty

• As Henry Hale has shown, in uncertain societies, all it takes is a presidential 
office, sufficient years left in one’s “term,” decent health, and some degree of 
popularity—and “power pyramids” form very quickly (across Eurasia)

• But deeper political and economic reform to build stable new institutions 
requires elites and mobilized masses with sincere belief in a different future



Conclusion: From Post-Soviet Studies toward 
a Contextual Social Science
• Study of East Europe/ Eurasia shows that evolutions, ideologies, 

historical legacies, geographic location, and beliefs about the future 
explain long-term political outcomes; formal institutions, state 
boundaries, and the structure of international system—not so much.

• Most of mainstream social science argues precisely the opposite—
which helps to explain our lousy record of prediction.

• We need to take temporal and spatial context into account!

• Adopting a truly scientific, long-term perspective on human affairs is 
extremely challenging—but perhaps an antidote to the crush of daily 
news and information overload undermining deeper reflection?



Thank you for your attention!  Any questions?


